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About This Game

Story:

Colonel Ostankovich, the commander of a special police department in St Petersburg, and the man who put his honesty at stake
by swearing that under his command not an item will get lost in the Hermitage, receives a report of a short alarm failure in the
Hermitage. He suspects that something happened. To avoid losing his reputation, he contacts Maxim Durand through Larisa

Svetlova. Due to his past, Maxim is at his disposal and has to help him.

In the search for the stolen paintings Max and Lara (mostly on their own) visit the Hermitage, an old library, the Interpol's
headquarters in Lyon, the residence in Scotland and further locations. They interrogate the suspects, search for data, break codes
and discover forgeries. All their journeys finally lead Max, accompanied by his brother, to the Finnish cloister. Strange deaths,
secret signs and increasingly weird behaviour of Max's brother André and of those around him force Max to the very edge of

sanity.

Max:

Main hero; this character is controlled by the player. A young French professor who lectures on the history of art. In order to get
money for his wife's surgery he had to start a criminal career - he forged and sold several paintings of the old masters.

Lara:

The second controllable character is more of a supporting character. It is a young Russian woman who reached the rank of
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captain in Russian militia. Thanks to her achievements she was later transferred to Lyon in France where she's the Russian
representative at Interpol's headquarters. Her task is to promote Russian interests in the department of art theft.

Key Features

 This Steam version of Memento Mori uses an enhanced version of the game engine

Classical point-and-click mystery detective adventure.

Realtime 3D environment using today’s graphics cards to create desired atmosphere with special effects.

Playing for two characters – Lara and Max

The end of the game depends on player’s decisions through whole story.

Original Soundtrack is included.

Note: Soundtrack will be located at -> Steam -> Steamapps -> Common -> Memento Mori -> Soundtrack
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Title: Memento Mori
Genre: Adventure
Developer:
Bohemia Interactive
Publisher:
Bohemia Interactive
Release Date: 9 Nov, 2012

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS:Windows XP

Processor:Intel Pentium® IV 1,6 GHz or equal AMD CPU

Memory:512 MB RAM

Graphics:128MB video memory, with Shader Model 2.0 support

DirectX®:9.0c

Hard Drive:5 GB HD space

Sound:DirectX compatible

Additional:keyboard, mouse

English,German,French,Czech
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I normally love point and click adventure games, but .. how to describe what's wrong with this one. Let's try an anecdote from
the game (very minor spoilers):

In one part of the game, you are in an office. From there, you have to walk across 4 screen transitions and a city transition to
notice that a museum has a security camera. With this shocking revelation that no one could have guessed, you get to walk all
the way back to the Office you started in to ask if there is security footage from the camera.

*headdesk* This game is full of absurd things like that. Unnecessary round trips to do obvious things, incongruous sequence of
events.
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